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Abstract:-Text password is the most popular form of user 

authentication on websites due to its convenience and 

simplicity. However, users’ passwords are prone to be 

stolen and compromised under different threats and 

vulnerabilities. Firstly, users often select weak passwords 

and reuse the same passwords across different websites. 

Routinely reusing passwords causes a domino effect; 

when an adversary compromises one password, she will 

exploit it to gain access to more websites. Second, typing 

passwords into untrusted computers suffers password 

thief threat. An adversary can launch several password 

stealing attacks to snatch passwords, such as phishing, 

keyloggers and malware. In this thesis, we design a user 

authentication protocol named oPass which leverages a 

user’s cellphone and short message service to thwart 

password stealing and password reuse attacks.This oPass 

protocol removes ambiguity of graphical password and 

password management tool. oPass only requires each 

participating website possesses a unique phone number, 

and involves a telecommunication service provider in 

registration and recovery phases. Through oPass, users 

only need to remember a long-term password for login 

on all websites. After evaluating the oPass prototype, we 

believe oPass is efficient and affordable compared with 

the conventional web authentication mechanisms. 

 

Key Words: Network security, password reuse attack, password 

stealing attack, user authentication, oPass. 

 

 
I .INTRODUCTION 

 

ast some time period, text password has been accepted 

as the primary need of user   authentication for websites. 

People select their username and text passwords when 

registering accounts on a website. In order to log into the 

website successfully, users must recall the selected 

passwords. Generally, password-based user authentication 

can resist brute force and dictionary attacks if users select 

strong passwords to provide sufficient entropy. However, 

password-based user authentication has a major problem that 

humans are not experts in memorizing text strings. Thus, 

most users would choose easy-to-remember passwords (i.e., 

weak passwords) even if they know the passwords might be 

unsafe. Another crucial problem is that users tend to reuse 

passwords across various websites [1], [2]. In 2007, 

Florencio and Herley [3] indicated that a user reuses a 

password across 3.9 different websites on average. Password 

reuse causes users to lose sensitive information stored in 

different websites if a hacker compromises one of their 

passwords. This attack is referred to as the password reuse  

 

 

 

attack. The above problems are caused by the negative 

influence of human factors. Therefore, it is important to take 

human factors into consideration when designing a user 

authentication protocol.  

Researchers have investigated a variety of technology to 

reduce the negative influence of human factors in the user 

authentication procedure. Since humans can remember 

graphical password then text password than text passwords 

[4], many graphical password schemes were designed to 

address human’s password recall problem [5]–[9]. Using 

password management tools is an alternative [10]–[12]. 

These tools automatically generate strong passwords for 

each website, which addresses password reuse and password 

recall problems. The ad-vantage is that users only have to 

remember a master password to access the management tool. 

 Text password is the most popular form of user 

authentication on websites due to its convenience and 

simplicity. However, users’ passwords are prone to be stolen 

and compromised under different threats and vulnerabilities. 

Firstly, user often selects weak passwords and reuses the 

same passwords across different websites. Routinely reusing 

passwords causes a domino effect; when an adversary 

compromises one password, she will exploit it to gain access 

to more websites. Second, typing pass-words into untrusted 

computers suffers password thief threat. An adversary can 

launch several password stealing attacks to snatch 

passwords, such as phishing, key loggers and malware.  

In three-factor authentication rather than password-based 

authentication to provide more reliable user authentication. 

Three-factor authentication depends on what you know (e.g., 

password), what you have (e.g., token), and who you are 

(e.g., biometric). To pass the authentication, the user must 

input a password and provide a pass code generated by the 

token (e.g., RSA SecureID [26]), and scan her biometric 

features (e.g., fingerprint or pupil). Three-factor 

authentication is a comprehensive defense mechanism 

against password stealing attacks, but it requires comparative 

high cost.  

Thus, two-factor authentication is more attractive and 

practical than three-factor authentication. Although many 

banks support two-factor authentication, it still suffers from 

the negative influence of human factors, such as the 

password reuse attack. Users have to memorize another four-

digit PIN code to work together with the token. 

This Paper, design a user authentication protocol named 

oPass which leverages a user’s cell phone and short message 

service to thwart password stealing and password reuse 

attacks. OPass only requires each participating website 

possesses a unique phone number, and involves a 

telecommunication service provider in registration and 

recovery phases. Through oPass, users only need to 

L 
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remember a long-term password for login on all websites. 

After evaluating the oPass prototype, we believe oPass is 

efficient and affordable compared with the conventional web 

authentication mechanisms. 

 
A. Problem Definition 

 

Users’ passwords are prone to be stolen and compromised 

under different threats and vulnerabilities. Also typing 

passwords into untrusted computers suffers password thief 

threat. An adversary can launch several password stealing 

attacks to snatch passwords, such as phishing, key loggers and 

malware. The problem to find the best way to protect and 

manage passwords. People nowadays rely heavily on the 

Internet since conventional activities or collaborations can be 

achieved with network services (e.g., web service). Widely 

deployed web services facilitate and enrich several 

applications, e.g., online banking, e-commerce, social 

networks, and cloud computing. But user authentication is 

only handled by text passwords for most websites. Applying 

text passwords has several critical disadvantages. First, users 

create their passwords by themselves. For easy memorization, 

users tend to choose relatively weak passwords for all 

websites. This behavior causes a risk of a domino effect due 

to password reuse. To steal sensitive information on websites 

for a specific victim (user), an adversary can extract her 

password through compromising a weak website because she 

probably reused this password for other websites as well. 

Second, humans have difficulty remembering complex or 

meaningless passwords. Some websites generate user 

passwords as random strings to maintain high entropy, even 

though users still change their passwords to simple strings to 

help them recall it. Florencio and Herley indicated that users 

forget passwords a lot: 1.5% of Yahoo users forget their 

passwords every month. Some studies pay attention to 

password management. These approaches could mitigate this 

problem, but they also make the system more complicated to 

use. In addition, phishing attacks and malware are   threats 

against password protection. Protecting a user’s password on 

a kiosk is infeasible when key loggers or backdoors are 

already installed on it. Considering the current mechanisms, 

authenticating users via passwords is not a comprehensive 

solution. Therefore, we proposed a user authentication, called 

oPass, to thwart the above attacks. The goal of oPass is to 

prevent users from typing their memorized passwords into 

kiosks. 

By adopting one-time passwords, password information is 

no longer important. A one-time password is expired when 

the user completes the current session. Different from using 

Internet channels, oPass leverages SMS and user’s 

cellphones to avoid password stealing attacks. we  believe 

SMS is a suitable and secure medium to transmit 

 

B.  Motivation 

 

The study of existing approach showed that one time 

passwords have also not seen broad acceptance. The 

difficulty for users of remembering many passwords is 

obvious. Various Password Management systems over to 

assist users by having a single sign-on using a master 

password. Again, the use of these systems does not appear 

widespread. For a majority of users, it appears that their 

growing herd of password accounts is maintained using a 

small collection of passwords. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 

A.  Architecture of oPass and Its Assumptions 

 

oPass adopts the one-time password strategy therefore, 

which is based on method one time password,SMS channel 

and explain why SMS can be trusted. Finally, we introduce 

the  security of 3G connection used in the registration and 

recovery phases of oPass. 

 

      a. One-Time Password:- The one-time passwords in 

oPass are generated by a secure one-way hash function. With 

a given input , the set of onetime passwords is established by 

a hash chain through multiple hashing. Assuming we wish to 

prepare one-time passwords, the first of these passwords is 

produced by performing hashes on input, 

Hence, the general formula is given as follows: 

δi→ Ң
n-i

(c)    where i=0,1,2……n    

For security reasons, we use these one-time passwords in 

reverse order, i.e., using  then  If an old one-time password is 

leaked, the attacker is unable to derive the next one. In other 

words, she cannot impersonate a legal user without the secret 

shared credential. 

 

     b. SMS Channel:-SMS is a text-based communication 

service of telecommunication systems. oPass leverages SMS 

to construct a secure user authentication protocol against 

password stealing attacks. As we know, SMS is a 

fundamental service of telecom, which belongs to 3GPP 

standards . SMS represents the most successful data 

transmission of telecom systems hence, it is the most  wide 

spread mobile service in the world . Besides the above 

advantages, we chose SMS channel because of its security 

benefits. Compared with TCP/IP network, the SMS network 

is a closed platform; hence, it increases the difficulty of 

internal attacks, e.g., tampering and manipulating attacks. 

 

         c. 3G Connection:-3G connection provides data 

confidentiality of user data and signal data to prevent 

eavesdropping attacks. It also provides data integrity of 

signal data to avoid tampering attacks.  

 

B. Architecture of oPass  

                                   

OPass leverages a user’s cellphone and short message 

service to thwart password stealing and password reuse 

attacks. OPass only requires each participating website 

possesses a unique phone number, and involves a 

telecommunication service provider in registration and 

recovery phases. Through oPass, users only need to 

remember a long-term password for login on all websites.  
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Fig 2.1 Architectue of oPass 

In the given figure 2.1 describes the architecture (and 

environment) of the oPass system. For users to perform 

secure login on an untrusted computer (kiosk), oPass 

consists of a trusted cellphone, a browser on the kiosk, and a 

web server that users wish to access. The user operates her 

cellphone and the untrusted computer directly to accomplish 

secure logins to the web server. The communication between 

the cellphone and the web server is through the UDP 

channel. The web browser interacts with the web server via 

the Internet. In our protocol design, we require the cellphone 

interact directly with the kiosk. The general approach is to 

select available interfaces on the cellphone, Wi-Fi. 

 
C.  Phases of oPass 

 

 
 

Fig 2.2 oPass Phases 

 

The above figure  describes the operation flows of users 

during each phase of oPass. Unlike generic web logins, 

oPass utilizes a user’s cellphone as an authentication token 

and UDP as a secure channel. Different from regular login 

processes, additional steps are required for oPass and are 

marked in back rectangles in the above Figure. In the 

registration phase, a user starts the oPass program to register 

her new account on the website he/she wishes to visit in the 

future. OPass also designed a recovery phase to fix problems 

in some conditions, such as losing one’s cellphone. 

 
   1) Registration Phase  

 

Fig.2.2 depicts the registration phase. The aim of this phase 

is to allow a user and a server to negotiate a shared secret to 

authenticate succeeding logins for this user. The user begins 

by opening the oPass program installed on her cellphone. 

She enters IDu (account id she prefers) and IDs (usually the 

website URL or domain name) to the program. The mobile 

program sends IDu and IDs to the telecommunication service 

provider (TSP) through a Internet connection to make a 

request of registration. Once the TSP received the IDu and 

the IDs, it can trace the user’s phone number Tu based on 

user’s SIM card. The TSP also plays the role of third-party 

to distribute a shared key Ksd between the user and the 

server. The shared key Ksd is used to encrypt the registration 

UDP with AES-CBC. The TSP and the server will establish 

an SSL tunnel to protect the communication. Then the TSP 

forwards ID, Tu, and Ksd to the assigned server S. Server S 

will generate the corresponding information for this account 

and reply a response, including server’s identity ID, a 

random seed Ø, and server’s phone number Tu. The TSP 

then forwards IDs, Tu, Ø, and Ksd a shared key to the user’s 

cellphone. Once reception of the response is finished, the 

user continues to setup a long-term password Pu with her 

cellphone. The cellphone computes a secret credential C by 

the following operation: C=H (Pu||IDs|| Ø). 
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To prepare a secure registration UDP, the cellphone encrypts 

the computed credential C with the key Ksd and generates the 

corresponding MAC, i.e., HMAC1. HMAC-SHA1 takes 

input user’s identity, cipher text, and IV to output the MAC 

[35], [36]. Then, the cellphone sends an encrypted 

registration UDP to the server by phone number Ts as 

follows:  

 
 
Server S can decrypt and verify the authenticity of the 

registration UDP and then obtain C with the shared key Ksd 

.Server S also compares the source of received UDP with Tu 

to pre-vent UDP spoofing attacks. At the end of registration, 

the cell-phone stores all information {IDs, Ts, Ø, i} except for 

the long-term password Pu and the secret C. Variable i 

indicates the current index of the one-time password and is 

initially set to 0. With i, the server can authenticate the user 

device during each login. After receiving the message (6), 

the server stores {IDu, Tu, Ø, c, i} and then completes the 

registration. 

ALGORITHM: Registration Phase 

 Input: Server IP Address, User Id, Port no, domain, one time 

Password. 

Output: Registration successful ,one time credential 

calculated and stored in database. 

Step 1: Open Registration service on Android phone. 

Step 2:Fill out the form like User ID,IP Address,Domain 

Name,Port No, and submit by              phone.   

Step 3:Then input a long term password  and submit by 

phone. 

Step 5:Then all the information stored in Server     Databse.. 

Step 6:Registration Successful.    

 

 
Fig 2.3Registration Phase 

 

 

2). Login Phase 

 

The login phase begins when the user u sends a request to 

the server S through an untrusted browser (on a kiosk). The 

user uses her cellphone to produce a one-time password, e.g., 

§i, and deliver necessary information encrypted with §i to 

server S via an UDP message. Based on pre-shared secret 

credential c, server S can verify and authenticate user u 

based on §i. Fig. 4 shows the detail flows of the login phase. 

 

 

 
Fig 2.4 Login Phase 

The protocol starts when user u wishes to log into her 

favorite web server S (already registered). However, we 

begins the login procedure by accessing the desired website 

via a browser on an untrusted kiosk. The browser sends a 

request to S with u’s account IDu. Next, server S supplies the 

IDs and fresh nonce ns to the browser. Meanwhile, this 

message is forwarded to the cellphone through Bluetooth or 

wireless interfaces. After reception of the message, the 

cellphone inquires related information from its database via 

IDs, which includes server’s phone number Ts and other 

parameters {Ø, i}. The next step is promoting a dialog for 

her long-term password Pu. Secret shared credential C can 

regenerate by inputting the correct Pu on the cellphone. The 

one-time password §i for current login is recomputed using 

the following operations. 

ALGORITHM: Login Phase. 

Input: User name and Password. 

Output: successful login into  desired domain. 

Step 1:open login page. 

Step 2:Select the domain name. 

Step 3:Enter account ID and Submit by browser. 

Step 4:Open software on phone. 

Step 5:Enter long term password and submit on phone. 

Step 6:Receives a success message. 

Step 7:other wise go to step 3.             

 

3). Recovery Phase  

 

Recovery phase is designated for some specific conditions; 

for example, a user u may lose her cellphone. The protocol is 

able to recover oPass setting on her new cellphone assuming 

she still uses the same phone number (apply a new SIM card 

with old phone number).  
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Fig 2.5: Recovery Phase 

Once user u installs the oPass program on her new 

cellphone, she can launch the program to send a recovery 

request with her account IDu and requested server IDs to 

predefined TSP through a 3G connection. As we mentioned 

before, IDs can be the domain name or URL link of server S. 

Similar to registration, TSP can trace her phone number Ts 

based on her SIM card and forward her account IDu and the 

Tu to server S through an SSL tunnel. Once server S receives 

the request, S probes the account information in its database 

to confirm if account u is registered or not. If account IDu 

exists, the information used to compute the secret credential 

C will be fetched and be sent back to the user. The server S 

generates a fresh nonce ns and replies a message which 

consists of IDs, Ø, Ts, i, and ns. This message includes all 

necessary elements for generating the next one-time 

passwords to the user u. 

When the mobile program receives the message, like 

registration, it forces the user u to enter her long-term 

password to reproduce the correct one-time password §i+1 

(assuming the last successful login before lost her cellphone 

is §i). During the last step, the user’s cellphone encrypts the 

secret credential C and server nonce ns to a cipher text. The 

recovery UDP message is delivered back to the server S for 

checking. Similarly, the server S computes §i+1 and decrypts 

this message to ensure that user u is already recovered. At 

this point, her new cellphone is recovered and ready to 

perform further logins. For the next login, one-time 

password §i+2 will be used for user authentication. 

ALGORITHM: Recovery Phase 

Input:Port no,IP Address, User_ID,Domain,Long Term 

Password 

Output:Recovery Success 

Step 1:Open Recovery Service on Phone. 

Step 2:Fillout the form and submit by browser. 

Step 3:Enter a long term password and submit on phne. 

Step 4: Recovery Process Successful. 

 

 

 

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

We implemented a prototype of oPass according to its three 

phases. The prototype consists of three components: a 

mobile program running on Android smart phones (Android 

OS v2.1); an extension on Firefox browser; and a web 

server. The server offers a web service by an Apache  

server running on a workstation with Windows XP, and 

SMS service with a GSM modem connected to itself. The 

communication interface between the phone and the browser 

extension is based on a client/server model over the TCP/IP 

network. Phones utilizes their WiFi or 3G to connect the 

TCP server built by the extension. Other mediums, such as 

Bluetooth  and cable line, can substitute for current 

communication interface. Moreover, we reduced the amount 

of user interactions and optimize the whole performance in 

all components.  

 We developed the client program on Android OS due to its 

popularity and generality. The program has been established 

and conducted on any android mobile phone. For safety 

operations, fundamental information of oPass is kept safe in 

an encrypted SQLite database with as an encryption key. 

After installing the program, a user creates an account to a 

website via the registration procedure. Upon successful 

registration, the user can log into the website. To make the 

progress smooth,  the user only has to key in her long-term 

password and select a website. Then the remaining 

operations would perform  program through clicking a 

button. All required interactions are eliminated to ensure 

oPass’s efficiency. 

In the web server implementation, we developed a server 

program which consists of main server codes (JAVA) and 

setup scripts for database (MYSQL). Server program can be 

installed and performed on an Apache HTTP server. 

 

Step 1:oPass Page on Android  mobile 
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Step 2: Registration Page 

           
 

 

Step 3: TSP Page 

 

 
 

Step 4:oPass Web server page with domain name. 

 

 

Step 5:Login to domain. 

 
 

 

  A. User Study 

To analyze the effectiveness and usability of oPass, we 

conducted a user study with 24 participants, of which eight 

are female.The average age of the participants was 22. All 

were university students from distinct departments. Half 

were computer science students who have knowledge 

about security and half were not.All were regular 

computer users, and the average computer experience was 

11.9 years. However, most of them were not familiar with 

the use of a smart phone, especially typing on phones. 

Participants completed individual tests which consisted of 

three processes that included setting up, registering, 

logging in. Before starting the study, participants were 

first asked to complete a demographics questionnaire. 

They were then introduced to the oPass system. They were 

told that they would be setting up the system, registering 

an account, and logging in via a cellphone. Further, they 

were instructed to choose a strong long-term password that 

should be at least eight digits long. Participants completed 

one practice test (not included in the analysis data) to 

ensure that they understood how to operate the system. 

They then proceeded to complete a formal test which 

consisted of the following steps. 

1) Setting up the system: Different from the ordinary user 

authentication system, users should install a cellphone 

software and a browser extension to setup the oPass 

system. 

2) Registering for an account: Users first open the 

registration software on the cellphone. Users then fill out a 

form, which includes an account id, a website’s id, and a 

long-term password, and submit it to the website. 

3) Logging into the website: Users first enter their account 

id into the browser on the kiosk and submit it to the server. 

Users then type their long-term password into the 

cellphone and submit to the server. The login succeeds if a 

success message is shown on the screen of  cellphone. If 

login fails, participants should try again until they are 

successful. After the test, the participants also completed a 

post-test questionnaire in order to collect their opinions. 
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B.  Collected Results 

Our data analysis is used to show the usability of the oPass 

system and to estimate its performance also we examine 

the comparison between existing system to oPass system. 

To prevent compromising user credentials, Wu et al. in 

2004 [41] proposed an authentication protocol depending 

on a trusted proxy and user mobile devices. Secure login is 

authenticated by a token (mobile device) on untrusted 

computers, e.g., kiosks. To thwart phishing sites, a random 

session name is sent by SMS from the proxy to the mobile 

device. The authors  declared that security of the proposed 

system depends on SMS, which are encrypted with A5/1. 

However, algorithm A5/1 has been broken by Barkan and 

Biham in 2006 [42]. The system is also vulnerable to 

cellphone theft. On the contrary, oPass encrypts every 

SMS before sending it out and utilizes a long-term 

password to protect the cellphone. 

Another well-known approach is MP-Auth protocol 

presented by Mannan and Oorschot in 2007 [43]. To 

strengthen password-based authentication in untrusted 

environments, MP-Auth forces the input of a long-term 

secret (typically a user’s text password) through a trusted 

mobile device. MP-Auth suffers from password reuse 

vulnerability. An attacker can compromise a weak server, 

e.g., a server without security patches, to obtain a victim’s 

password and exploit it to gain his access rights of 

different websites. On the other hand, MP-Auth assumes 

that account and password setup is secure. Users should 

setup an account and password via physical contact, such 

as banks requiring users to initialize their account 

personally or send passwords though postal service. In 

oPass, it addresses above weakness and removes this 

assumption. oPass achieves one-time password approach 

to thwart the password reuse problem, and involves a TSP       

 

Table 3.1 :Comparison between opass and other 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

to ensure that the registration and recovery phases is 

secure.Parno [23] utilized mobile devices as 

authentication tokens to build an anti-phishing 

mechanism, called Phoolproof, via mutual 

authentication between users and websites. To log on 

the website, a user should provide the issued public key 

and username/password combination. Again, 

Phoolproof is still vulnerable to the password reuse 

problem and needs physical contacts to ensure that 

account setup is secure. 

 

    Comparisons Between oPass and Other Systems:   

 

         The account setup process is classified into two      

types: physical and logical setup. MP-Auth, Phoolproof, 

and Wu et al. schemes all assume that users must setup 

their accounts physically.They establish shared secrets 

with the server via a secret (conceals) out-of-band 

channel. For example, banks often require users to setup 

accounts personally through physical contact or utilize 

the postal service. Conversely, oPass deployed an 

alternative approach, logical account setup, which 

allows users to build their accounts  

without physical contact with the server.In the oPass 

system, we assume a TSP in the registration phase to 

accomplish as the same security as physical account 

setup. oPass inherits existing trust relations between the 

TSP and the subscribers (i.e., users) in the 

telecommunication system. The users’ identities were 

authenticated by the TSP when they applied their 

cellphone numbers.With this trust relation, users can 

smoothly setup their accounts via cellphones without 

physical contact. 
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